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Taylor’s Hoists by BrandSafway has one of the largest, most eco-friendly, safe 
and reliable fleets of hoists in the UK construction industry – including the 
UK’s largest hoist, the Mammoth. No job is too difficult. 

An Enviable UK Hoist Fleet.2 3

Taylor’s Hoists by BrandSafway is a 
vertical access business invested in our 
Tier 1 clients and the premier projects 
they deliver across the UK. 

We are involved in some of the UK’s 
most impressive recent construction 
projects – including Manchester Town 
Hall, Co-Op Live and 8 Bishopsgate in 
central London.

Construction clients tend to engage 
us early on in their projects – to get 
working, viable engineering and design 
solutions to the problems they face. 
They tap into our vast mechanical 
access knowledge and the depth of our 
own ‘complex capable’ in-house design 
team and the 300-strong BrandSafway 
group of expert engineers. 
 
This early engagement process tends 
to lead to our clients’ complex projects 
being delivered on time & on budget.

Only The Best 

Our client base of high-end construction 
brands expect only the very best from 
us as a business and our vertical access 
solutions – which is why we chose and 
use only Alimak hoists. 

We have a hoist solution for every 
application. 

+ Alimak 650 passenger/goods 
hoists – the most environmental friendly 
option for hoists: 3.2m to 5m long. 

+ Alimak XL – Taylor’s Hoists has the 
largest fleet of this highly effective 
passenger/goods hoist, available 2m 
wide x 2.8m high internally & up to 5M 
long. The No. 1 choice for most of our 
Tier 1 clients on projects UK-wide.

+ Alimak Mammoth – The largest 
construction hoist available to the UK 
construction sector, offering much 

higher capacity, capable of taking up to 
four tonnes. It lives up to its name, at a 
massive 3.5 x 4.6m & 3m high. 

+ Goods only combi machines – 
1.4m wide & 2m to 4m long, ranging 
from 2.0-2.5 tonne capacity. These 
hard-grafting units are safe, durable and 
reliable machines, fit for purpose. 

+ The latest TLP (launched in 2020), 
with a 500kg & 1000kg load capacity. 
These clever units are perfect for sites 
with tight space and for scaffolding and 
brick jobs. They are the ideal internal 
machine hoists for most projects – as 
they can be broken down into smaller 
components capable of being fitted 
through a standard width door.

Whatever the vertical access needs, 
Taylor’s Hoists has the equipment for 
the job. And there’s no job too 
difficult –we always find a way to make 
the access work, safely.

DESIGN DEPTH
Taylor’s Hoists design engineering 
solutions are all provided from our 
in-house engineers – backed by the 
mighty, 300+ strong BrandSafway 
design team. There is no project too 
complex for their combined talent and 
engineering expertise. 

Our designers visit clients and their 
projects early on – giving them real 
world, hands-on experience of the 
sites: being part of the solutions, from 
concept to completion. 

We offer 3D software & have BIM 360 
capabilities, using the latest Revit soft-
ware solutions. We can genuinely do 
anything, for any client, in any 
construction sector scenario. Big enough for a car | Mammoth by name...
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NO TIES? NO PROBLEM. 

CLIENT: Lendlease 

PROJECT: Manchester Town Hall

PROBLEM: Twin hoist can not be tied to 
the Grade 1 Listed building, the Gothic 
masterpiece, Manchester Town Hall. 

SOLUTION: Create a bespoke, in-house 
engineered steel structure to clamp 
around the building’s historic clock 
tower, to allow the twin combination 
hoist to operate efficiently and safely. 

Lyndon SGB’s Mechanical Access 
Director, Paul Price said: “In 25+ years 
within the hoist industry, I have never 
before worked on a project with 
multiple hoists that have not been 
physically tied to the structure, and it’s 
to the credit of the Taylor’s Hoists team, 
Lyndon SGB and Lendlease teams that 
the solution became a reality.”

Problems become solutions.

CO-OP LIVE SOLUTIONS

CLIENT: BAM Construct UK 

PROJECT: Manchester Arena Co-Op 
Live 

PROBLEM: No support available in 
centre of site – where twin hoists are 
needed by the client to serve a Quik-
Deck® suspended access deck. 

SOLUTION: Work in collaboration 
with the crane sub-contractor to allow 
our twin hoist to be safely tied to the 
structure of the crane. Taylor’s Hoists 
Branch Manager Lisa Price said: “This 
is one of those solutions that you can’t 
believe can be possible, but our ex-
perienced and talented engineering 
team have made the vision a reality 
– achieving safe vertical access as 
desired by the client on this landmark 
project.”

Taylor’s Hoists have provided nine out 
of the 10 hoists required on this flagship 
project, working closely with Lyndon 
SGB’s scaffold team to provide a unique 
solution – where no external hoists are 
physically tied to the structure by pene-
tration of any fixings. 

The twin combination hoist is clamped 
around the Grade 1-listed Gothic clock 
tower, which was a concept and design 
that was developed between 
Lendlease and Taylor’s Hoists and is 
just one example of the partnership that 
has been developed on this project. 

Altogether, for the hoists currently on 
site there are more than 100 landings 
being served by the hoists and a total 
of 244m of mast sections. All the hoists 
are manufactured by leading industry 
supplier, Alimak, who also assisted 
with the design and making the unique 
access proposal possible.

We pride ourselves on being able to create solutions from our clients’ access 
problems. Our premium products, engineering expertise and design know 
how enable us to find ways to provide intelligent vertical access – helping 
our clients run projects that end safely, on time & on budget.

Manchester Town Hall | No ties allowed
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The success of our hoists on-site starts 
with the quality of the preparation at 
our depots in Duxford in rural 
Cambridgeshire (serving London and 
the SE) and Crabtree, Manchester 
(serving the North West and Scotland).

And we leave no stone unturned.  

Prior to each project, each and every 
Taylor’s Hoists machine is fully stripped 
down, cleaned (in our eco-friendly wash 
bay, which recycles water), greased up, 
re-wired, fully serviced, tested and 
perfectly prepped before it goes off for 
use on-site. 

The team of full-time Taylor’s Hoists 
workshop staff do a fantastic job on 
every unit – servicing hoists into top 
quality condition, so they look and 
operate like new, fresh for each project.

Every motor deck is stripped down and 
fully rebuilt, the brakes are tested and 
machine serviced, the unit is greased 
and all the mast sections and ancillary 
equipment are overhauled – in advance 
of any hire out. 

Then the hoist is all stripped back, 
sanded down and freshly painted – 
in Taylor’s Hoists signature orange 
of course – with a new floor section 
installed.

Finally, it is onto the Taylor’s Hoists test 
tower, for a full test for functionality and 
reliability. Only then will it be safely 
transported to site to start its life of 
reliable vertical access for our clients.  

All Taylor’s Hoists machines are fully 
modular – goods & passenger – so can 
go from a 3.2 to 5m, with extensions. 
Gates can be fitted on the cage. 

Service & maintenance.

PART OF SOMETHING 
BIG IN THE USA & UK 

Taylor’s Hoists by BrandSafway is 
part of one of the world’s leading 
access provision brands – 
BrandSafway.

Here in the UK, our operation is a 
slick cog in the well oiled Lyndon 
SGB by BrandSafway machine – the 
UK’s largest commercial and 
infrastructure scaffolding and access 
provider. 

Working together, Lyndon SGB and 
Taylor’s Hoists offer nationwide 
“hybrid access solutions” – 
specifically: scaffolding, QuikDeck® 
suspended access, rapid edge 
protection systems, hoists and our 
Mast Climbing Work Platforms (MAS-
TCLIMBERS™) division.

This “one stop shop” for access 
solutions – with in-house design 
included – is extremely popular with 
our Tier 1 construction company 
clients; boosting safety and 
productivity.

It is no wonder that together, we 
are working on the UK’s premier 
projects.

No-one puts more effort, care and attention into preparing their construction 
equipment than the team of Taylor’s Hoists mechanics. Each machine is fully 
prepped so it is like a brand new unit before going out on its next project. 
And our fast response on-site maintenance crew fix any (rare) issues quickly. 

And maintenance doesn’t just stop at 
the depot. It’s part of our on-site service 
provision too – making sure our units 
are operating perfectly for our clients 
24:7:365, wherever they are in the UK.

Maintenance quality and the speed of 
our mechanical engineering team to 
react – enabling us to keep our clients’ 
machines running smoothly on site – is 
one of the many things we pride our-
selves on at Taylor’s Hoists. 

We have a team of mechanics able to 
respond extremely quickly to any (rare) 
issues with our eco-friendly, reliable 
fleet of premium construction hoists.

The team use motorbikes and/or public 
transport to enable as quick a response 
to issues as possible, not getting stuck 
in traffic en route – getting clients’ 
machines operating smoothly on-site in 
no time.
 
And with fully trained operators running 
our machines safely on-site and 
reporting any issues to our site 
management team and back to the 
office, we guarantee a slick, simple and 
safe mechanical access operation.

It’s this attention to detail that has led to 
15+ years of success at the top of the 
hoist industry, a Construction Enquirer 
Top 100 sub-contractor award, multiple 
main contractor safety awards and lots 
of repeat business from our happy 
Tier 1 construction clients. 

Make this the year you get to know 
our mechanical access team – reach 
out to the Taylor’s Hoists by BrandSaf-
way team and let us take the issues of 
vertical and mechanical access away 
from your schedules, to help you hit 
your project targets. 
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Taylor’s Hoists Head Office
Grange Farm
Grange Road, Duxford
Cambridgeshire
CB22 4WF
T 03333 448 450

Satellite Depot
Crabtree Lane
Clayton Industrial Estate
Openshaw
Manchester, M11 1BR
T 0161 230 4061

The copyright in these materials (or instructions for 
assembly and use) belongs to Brand Energy and 
Infrastructure Services UK, Ltd. (Brand Industrial 
Services, Inc., known as BrandSafway). All the 
trademarks named in these materials (or instructions 
for assembly and use) are the property of Brand 
Energy and Infrastructure Services UK, Ltd., unless 
marked as third-party rights or identifiable as such in 
another way.  
 
Lyndon SGB, Taylor's Hoists, Hünnebeck and Brand 
are trademarks of Brand Energy and Infrastructure 
Services UK, Ltd. (Brand Industrial Services, Inc., 
known as BrandSafway). Furthermore, all rights are 
reserved, particularly with regard to patent grant or 
utility model registration. The unauthorised use of 
these materials (or instructions for assembly and 
use), of the trademarks contained therein and other 
intellectual property rights is expressly prohibited 
and represents an infringement of copyright, 
trademark rights and other industrial property rights.
The illustrations in this brochure depict actual site  
conditions which may not always conform with  
applicable safety rules and regulations.


